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1 
This invention relates to printing apparatus, 

and is more particularly concerned with the pro 
vision of an apparatus of this type in which a' 

' plurality of ?exible, ?brous cards serve as print 
ing plates and are fed through the apparatus 
for printing information, such as names and ad 
dresses'onto material to be printed. 

Brie?y, this invention contemplates the provil 
sion of a plurality of printing cards which are 
preferably formed of relatively lightweight, f1 
brous sheet material such as paper stock having 
the rear face thereof formed with a dull, glazed 
?nish suitable to receive pigment coated print 
ing characters which are transferable to the sur 
face of other material, such as paper, by the use 
of a suitable solvent. The apparatus hereinafter 
described is particularly adapted for use in 
printing means and addresses, or other informa 
tion, provided on each of the several printing 
cards onto a relatively long strip of paper which 
may thereafter be cut transversely intermediate 
each set of names and addresses to provide in 

‘ dividual slips suitable for attachment to articles 
to be mailed or for insertion in window-type en 
velopes. 

This invention further contemplates the pro 
vision of a printing apparatus of this type em 
bodying means for arranging a plurality of print 

‘ ing cards in a row and in predetermined over- . 
lapping relation for movement into printing en 
gagement with a strip of paper. By arranging 
the cards in overlapping relation, the spacing 
between the sets of printed matter on the strip 
material may readily be varied to suit theoper 
ator by merely adjusting the overlapping rela 
tion of the cards. 

This invention further contemplates the pro 
vision of improved means for withdrawing print 
ing cards, one at, a time, from the bottom of a 
hopper provided to receive the cards in superim 
posed, stacked relation, together with improved 
means for positioning the withdrawn printed 
card in proper alignment for delivery between 
suitable feed rolls. 
This invention further contemplates the pro 

vision of a plurality of printing cards bearing 
individual names and addresses, or other print 
ed matter, and wherein said cards are adapt 
ed to serve the dual function of separate print 
ing plates and also as a part of a record card 
system. 

This invention further contemplates the pro 
vision of an apparatus of this type which is rel 
atively inexpensive in construction, simple in 
operation and which will not readily get out of 
order. 
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This invention embodies other novel features, 
details of construction and arrangement of parts 
which are hereinafter set forth in the speci?ca 
tion and claims and illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view showing an 
apparatus embodying features of this invention. 

Fig. 2 is a sectional‘ view taken along the line 
2—2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken along the line 
3-3 of Fig. 2, showing a printing card pusher 
mechanism in its forward position for deliver 
ing a printing card between a pair of feed rollers. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary side elevational view 
showing the opposite side of the machine from 
that shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view corre-‘ 
sponding to Fig. 3, showing printing card pusher 

. mechanism in its rearward position. 
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Fig. 6 is a fragmentary transverse sectional 
view taken along the line 6-6 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. '7 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional 
view corresponding to Fig. 5, showing the rela 
tive position of parts after commencement of 
the operation for withdrawing a printing card 
from the bottom of the card hopper. 

Fig. 8 is a fragmentary longitudinal sectional 
view corresponding to Fig. 7, showing the rela 
tive position of parts after a card has been partly 
withdrawn from a card hopper. 

Fig. 9 is a fragmentary sectional view corre 
‘ sponding to Figs. 7 and 8, showing the relative 
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position of parts and the means employed for 
moving the back edge of a printing card into 
aligning engagement with a pusher mechanism. 

Fig. 10 is a plan view showing the rear side of 
a plurality of printing cards arranged in over— 
lapping relation as viewed along the line Ill-l0 
of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 11 is a side elevational view of same. 
Fig. 12 is a plan ‘view showing a portion of a 

strip of paper after same has been printed. 
Fig. 13 is a perspective View showing the front 

side of a printing card. 
Fig. 14 is a schematic sectional view showing a 

‘ modi?ed form of apparatus for feeding envelopes 
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into printing position with the printing cards. 
Fig. 15 is a fragmentary sectional view of the 

card carrier illustrating particularly the card 
engaging converging recess. 

Fig. 16 is a fragmentary detailed perspective 
view‘of the card carrier as shown in Fig. 15. 
Referring now to the drawings for a better 

understanding of this invention, the machine 
illustrated therein is adapted to employ a plu 
rality of cards 6 for transferring information 
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provided thereon onto a strip of paper ‘I. The 
cards 5 are preferably formed rectangular in 
shape and of relatively thin, ?exible, ?brous ma 
terial such as paper stock. Printing information 
8, such as names and addresses, may be formed 
on the face thereof by means of a typewriter, 
and pigment coated printing characters are pro 
vided at thesame time on the reverse side of the 
card as indicated at 9, in Fig. 10, by interposing 
a hectograph ribbon or the like between the card “ 
and the platen of the typewriter. D'uriingpl'the 
printing operation, the surface of the strip ~-'| to 
be printed is coated with a suitable pigment 
solvent which acts to transfer a portion of the 
pigment from the pigment "coated'characte'rs ‘*9 
onto the strip material ‘I. As this method of 
printing is well known to those skilled in this 
‘art, it is believed unnecessary to describe fur 
ther "the kind of paper of which cards 6 may be 
formedgor a particular type of pigment or pig 
ment ‘solvent which may be employed to accom 
plish the transfer of printed information from 
thecards onto the strip. 
The ‘printing machine ‘comprises a hopper H 

adapted to receive a plurality of printing cards 
‘6 in ‘superimposed stacked relation. The hopper 
is open at the bottom and provided with a ledge 
‘l2 and a ‘pairjof ?ngers it for engagement with 
the front and back edges, respectively, of the 
bottom printing ‘card within the hopper. The 

' ?ngers 13 are mounted for longitudinal adjust 
ment in recesses formed in the lower end of 
brackets 14 secured to the back side of the hop 
per. 

7 Pneumatic “means are employed for engage 
ment with the -'p‘rint1ing cards 5 for ‘withdrawing 
same, one at'a time, ‘from the bottom of the hop 
'per I l, and com-prises a suction nozzle I6 formed 
of ‘rubber or other suitable ‘resilient material 
and connected at the ‘outer ‘end of an ‘air conduit 
11. The ‘air ‘conduit =11 is carried at the forward 
end of a pivot block l8 provided with a suitable 
air passage therethrough (not shown) leading 
to a ?exiblel'aiiriconduit 19. The block 18 is pivot 
ally supported at the ‘lower end ‘of ‘a lever 2| 

‘ which is'se'cured intermediate its ends on a shaft 
‘22 'journaled in bearingbrackets 23. A roller 24 
is journaled on the upper end of the lever 2! for 
"engagement with the operating surface of a cam 
as for moving the ‘pivot block it and the nozzle I 
‘i 5 longitudinally'of the machine. 
The ‘pivot block i8 is formed with a re'arwardly 

disposed arm 21 which is pivotally connected to 
"an actuating arm 28 rjournaled on the shaft 22 

A suitable 
roller “31 is ijournaled at the connection between 
the actuating arm 28 and the connecting link 29 
for engagement with the operating surface with 
a‘cam member 32. The roller 3| is maintained 
in engagement with the cam 32 by means of a 
spring 133 having its one end connected to a con 
necting link 29 and its upper end connected to 

. a bracket 34. The cams 26 and 32 are secured 
to a cam shaft 36 which is journaled in bearing 
brackets 23. 
A card carrier 38 is mounted upon suitable 

guide members 39 for reciprocable movement 
longitudinally of the machine. Guide members 
39 are supported between side frame members 4 l. 
The forward end of the card carrier 38 is pro 
vided with ‘a converging recess 42 adapted to 
receive the back edge of a printing card 6. An 
actuating lever 43 is journaled intermediate its 
ends on ‘a shaft 44 ‘and has its lower end bifur 
cated at 45 for engagement with a transverse bar 
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46 provided on the card carrier 38. A roller 41 
is journaled on the upper end of the lever 43 for 
engagement with the surface of a cam 48 and is 
maintained in engagement therewith by means 
of a tension spring 49 having its one end con 
nected to the lever 43 and its other end connected 
to a Iever'EEl which is secured to the shaft 22. It 
will thus be seen that thespring 39 serves to hold 
the rollers 23 and 4‘! in operative engagement 
vwith their respective cams 26 and 48. 

‘An alignment roll ‘5! is journaled for counter 
’clockwise rotational movement on the frame 4|, 
and a pair of card alignment ?ngers 52 are dis 
posed adjacent opposite ends of the roll 5! for 
‘clockwise rotational movement. Fingers 52 ‘are 
vcarriedupon collars 5 l ’ which are mounted upon 
the inner ends of shafts 53 which are journaled 
on the frame 15! above the roll 5 I. _A pair of driv 

' irig ‘gears 54 are secured on the ends of the roll 
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‘on a pair of upright members 72. 

51 for driving respective gears 56 secured 'to the 
shafts‘53. In operation the ?ngers 52 coact with 
the roll 5! to engage the side edges of the cards 
6 to move ‘same rearwardly into engagement in 
the converging recess 42 provided in the forward 
end of the reciprocable card carrier '38 when the 
latter is “in its rearward position. ' 
Two sets of feed rolls are provided 0on the 

vframe 5H to receive and engage the sides of 
printing cards delivered thereto by the recipro 
cable card carrier 38. The lower feed rolls 5'! 
and 58 are provided with gears 59 and so, re 
spectively, and driven in a ‘clockwise ‘direction 
as viewed in Fig. 5, by means hereinafter de 
scribed. Two pairs of idler rolls 8i and '52 are 
journaled on stud shafts provided on brackets 
$3 and 54, respectively, which in 'turn'are jour 
naled on the sides "of the frame 41 to move their 
respective idler ‘rolls 6| and 62 along an arcuate 
‘path. The idler rolls 6! "and '82 are urged into 
voperative engagement with their respective feed 
rolls to engage printing ‘cards adjacent their 
side edges only by means of a'comp'ression spring 
65 interposed between the brackets 63 and 64. 
A pair of printing rolls 6% and ‘ti are jour 

naled, one ‘above the other, to receive printing 
"cards 6 ‘and the strip 1 therebetween. The up 
per roll 56 is journale‘d‘on the frame ‘4i and the 
‘lower rolls‘? is journaled in a pair of floating 
bearings '68 which are arranged for vertical 
movement on the frame ‘41. The ?oating bear 
ings 68 are normally urged upwardly by means 
of suitable compression springs (not shown) to 
maintain the lower ‘roll '61 in tight operative 'en-’ 
gagement with the upper roll 55. The printing 
rolls are driven in timed relation by means of 
interme'shing ‘gears '69 and is mounted 'on ‘the 
ends of the rolls '66 and er, respectively. 
The strip 7 to be printed is preferably mounted 

in ‘rolled form on ‘a ‘suitable reel ‘H journaled 
’ After the 

strip passes through printing rolls 5%) and "6'5 it 
is wound upon a reel 73 jourr'i'aled on a stand 
ard 74. A driving pulley ‘I5 is secured to the 
reel ‘H ‘and acts through a suitable belt 16 to 
drive a pulley ‘l7 secured to the reel 13. The 
‘belt ‘l6 ‘and pulley ‘W {are constructed to ‘permit 
‘slippage due to the constantly ‘changing diam 
eters of the rolls of strip material on the reels 
'1! and 13. 
A card stacking mechanism is ‘disposed to re 

ceive the printing‘cards 'B from ‘the printing rolls 
‘66 and 6'! and comprises a driving roll 18, a 
*driven roll 19 enda belt 8i. The ‘belt 8i ‘slopes 
downwardly towards a card stacking plate 82 
which is arranged to receive and stack cards 
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harried by the belt 8|. As the printing cards 
‘ are disposed in overlapping relation as they pass 
through the printing rolls, it will be seen that 
the belt 8! and plate 82 causes the cards to be 
come stacked in an inclined plane against the 
plate 82. i 

A wiping strip 83 formed of absorbent mate 
rial is disposed for engagement with the print 
ing surface of the strip 1 prior to its passage 
between the printing rolls, and a suitable pig 
ment solvent liquid is supplied thereto through 
a conduit 84 from a supply reservoir 86. 
The several parts of the apparatus adapted 

to be actuated for withdrawing the printing 
cards 6 from the hopper, for aligning the cards, 
for feeding the cards and for transferring printed 
information from the cards onto the strip 1 are 
driven in timed relation by means vof an electric 
motor 8?. The motor ‘Bl acts through a. sprocket 
8%, drive chain 89, a gear box 93 and driven 
sprocket Hi to drive a sprocket 92 which, in 
turn, acts through a chain 94 to drive a sprocket 
95 secured to the upper feed roll 56. A sprocket 
es is also secured to the upper printing roll 66 
to drive the cam shaft 36 through a chain 91 
and a sprocket 98. Another sprocket 99 is se~ 
cured on the opposite end of the cam shaft 35 
and acts through a chain l?l to drive a sprocket 
H32 secured to the alignment roll 5|. One of 
the gears 54 acts through three idler gears H14, 
H35 and 185 to drive the gear 59 secured to the 
feed roll 51. The gear 59, in turn, acts through 
an idler gear [01 to drive the gear 69 provided 
on the feed roll 58. The card stacking belt 8| 
is driven from the gear 59 secured to the upper 
printing roll 55 through an idler gear I08 which 
meshes with a driven gear I 09 secured to the 
roll 18. . 

A rotary type air valve, generally indicated 
at H l, is connected to the air conduit l9 and 
to a vacuum pump (not shown) and is mounted 
on the frame 23 below one end of the cam shaft 
36 for operative engagement by a cam H2, the 
cam H2 acting to rotate the valve in one direc 
tion and a tension spring H3 being employed to 
return the valve to its normal position. 
In the operation of the machine thus de 

scribed, printing cards 6 are withdrawn from the 
bottom of the hopper I I one at a time by the en 
gagement of the suction nozzle IS with the bot 
tom card, as illustrated in Fig. 7. When the 
suction nozzle I5 is thus engaged the cam H2 
acts to open the rotary valve III to exhaust air 
from the conduits l1 and I9 and the pivot block 
IB. When the lower card is thus engaged to the 
suction nozzle IS, the earns 26 and 32 act 
through their respective levers 2| and 28 to move 
the suction head ITB downardly and rearwardly to 
the position shown in Fig. 8. Due to the inherent 
flexibility of the printing cards, they may readily 
be bent to permit the movement of the rearward 
edges thereof past the stop ?ngers l3. 

After the rear edge of the printing card has 
been lowered to the position shown in Fig. 8, the 
alignment ?ngers 52 rotate into engagement with 
the upper surface of the disengaged card to move 
same into engagement with the alignment roll 
5!, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The ?ngers 52 then 
coact with the roll 5| to move the printing card 
rearwardly into the converging recess 42 formed 
on the forward end of the reciprocable card car 
rier 38. 
The card carrier 38 is then moved from" its rear 

ward position indicated in Fig. 9 to its forward 
position as shown in Fig. 3, by means of the cam 
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48 which acts through the lever 43 and crossbar 
46. As illustrated in Figs. 3, 10 and 11, the card 
carrier operates to move each printing card 6 
into superimposed overlapping relation with the 
preceding cards. This overlapping relation of 
cards permits variable spacing between the pig 
ment coated characters 9 on one card with re 
spect to the printing characters provided on the 
adjacent card. The spacing between the print 
ing characters on the adjacent cards may be var 
ied by merely adjusting the verticalposition of 
the roller 41 on the lever 43 in order to either 
increase or decrease the stroke of the card car 
rier 38. , I 

The card carrier 38 is adapted to move eac 
printing card forwardly for engagement between 
the coacting feed rolls 5'! and BI which, in turn, 
deliver the cards in overlapping relation ‘to the 
second set of feed rolls 58 and 62.» The printing 
cards move from the feed rolls '58 and 62 be 
tween the printing rolls 56 and 61 for transverse 
line printing engagement with the surface of the 
strip 1. A suitable pigment solvent is applied 
to the surface of the strip 1, by means of the 
brush 83, immediately prior to printing engage 
ment with the printing cards in order that a por 
tion of the pigment provided on the pigment 
coated printing characters 9 may be transferred 
onto the strip 1 to provide names and addresses, 
generally indicated at 5, arranged at predeter 
mined spaced intervals, as illustrated in Fig. 12. 
If desired, a suitable pigment mark of the type 
shown at 4 in Fig. 12 may be printed in align 
ment with the printed matter 5 provided on the 
strip 1. The marks 4 are adapted for registry 
with an electric eye employed in a machine de 
vised to cut the strip 1 transversely between each 
set of addresses. . ‘ 

After the printing cards leave the printing 
rolls Y65 and El they ‘are carried in overlapping 
relation down the belt 8i and thence upwardly 
into stacked relation against the stacking plate 
82 for removal from the machine. 

Fig. 14 illustrates a modified form of this inven 
tion comprising a hopper H6 adapted to receive 
a plurality of envelopes H1 in stacked relation 
for delivery one at a time into printing engage 
ment with the printing cards 6. In the form of 
envelope feeding apparatus shown, the envelopes 
are arranged in the hopper with their flap por 
tions H8 disposed downwardly and rearwardly 
for engagement by a reciprocable feed arm, H9. 
The feed arm H9 is reciprocated by means of 
an actuating arm |2i secured to a rocker shaft 
I22 which is adapted to be driven in timed rela 
tion with the card feeding apparatus by any 
suitable means (not shown). 
In operation, the forward end of the feed arm 

engages under the flap I [8 of the bottom envelope 
in the hopper to move the envelope forward and 
between the upper printing roll 66 and an idler 
roll I23, afterwhich the envelope is delivered be 
tween the rolls B6 and 61 for printing engage 
ment with a card 5 by the idler rolls I24. The 
surface of the envelope to be printed is coated 
with a suitable liquid pigment solvent by means 
of the wiper 83. 
In the printing of envelopes, it will be noted 

that the printing cards will be arranged in spaced 
apart relation rather than in overlapping rela 
tion. The amount of spacing between the print 
ing card may readily be varied by merely chang 
ing the ratio of the sprocket wheel 96 with re 
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' ‘wiii-i-eiiihe *appsratushhas (been shown-mid d'e 
itfed as? being-adapted for .the .jlpi‘ii'iting of {Ba 
ative'lyi ‘ row-strip “'1, ;it is. contemplated that 

a‘t‘ivellsr ' d'eé-s'tripeofl‘wrappingipaper could 
substituted? n-pl'a’ce:of‘the‘fnarrow strip :1. 

intin" names»?and~addressesE upon a rela 
1' e'l'y ide'strilp of wrappingrpaper,»'the :lpaper 

" ' d beet-it 'l'iraris‘verselyrat“spaced v*intervalsefor 

c’ationlto (a lim‘agazine, catalog ‘or the like. 

‘ mg-saperitweuid 6f course be necessary‘toar 
4 ang'eithe apiii‘ntiing cardsli? at isuitablyzspaced in 
‘tei‘valsitofcorresporidilwithithe length of the wrap 
per to be cut from the strip of wrappingpaper. 

1"~be»1noted'\that ‘the .pigment coated 
' ractersipr'ovided on Tthecardr?are 
‘ b at a 'ytimelbroiightdntoiwiping contact with 

“ ' tfof the apparatus. ‘This 'fea‘turezof the 

ikie'di 

‘ nve'nt 

'‘ ‘ p1 ‘merit ‘coated vprinting characters acts to 
1 mear'sameandltoitherebyiproduce unsatisfactory 

'r'iti-ngv impressions upon the strip or otheri'ma 

inTtirig ‘cards adj'acenttheir side edges'by :mea-ns 
el'?iig‘ers 52 andiidler irolls't l and“ 92. 

While-‘this invention-{has been shown'iin but‘ two 
“msfit ise'obviousito‘itho'se skilled‘ inthe art that 

‘ tiisindtes‘oili'i'n-it'edlbut islsus‘cepti‘oleof various 
anges and imo'di?e'ations ~Wi-th0l1t departing 
'mi'ithel'spi'fi-tiandifsoop‘e?'of ithe ‘claimed inven 
n. v 

T reisimas'my» invention: 
‘ *1 ; l'In 1a ‘printingapparatus 5for transferring Yin- ' 

“formalism/1mm printing'?cards on'lto sheetlma 
'> 2t'erial, Zcomprising ‘ a‘ho'pper "for holding 5 a stack 
of said printing cards, suction me'ansior remov 
"ing ‘the lowermost card "from‘s‘aid stack one‘at a 
‘*itime;meansfor‘moving'said‘su'ction-means down 
“war‘dl-y from"“s‘aid‘"‘sta'ck and means-for ‘moving 
' ‘said suction means "laterally ‘from ‘said "stack 'to 
effect substantial "hormarmovem'entfof ‘said' low 
"er'nios'tpard"withrespect ‘to "the "oard 'n'ext above 

"id‘~“sta‘ck;‘a pair of‘coac‘tin‘g pressure rollsyre 
_ coating ‘means " for "delivering “ cards removed 

‘fi‘ o'in"said"stack 'in‘a row'aiid in" overlapping rela 
'tion‘between saidipr‘e‘ssu'remoll‘s, ‘means for feed“ 
"ing sheet" "material "b‘et'vifeeirsaid preZsrire ‘rolls 
'ffo'r printing-"engagement with vsaid ‘printing cards. 

, In'a printing‘apparatus'fdrtransferrin‘g’in 
‘ ‘formationvfrofn‘printing‘ cards on‘to shee't'm‘a‘te 
rialf'cdmprising a" hopper for‘ holding‘ a ' stack‘ of 
emanating "cards, suction means‘for‘r‘e'moving 
th'e'ldwerm'ost card from saidsta'c'k'one‘ at a ‘time, 
card delivery means, rotary means for carrying 
said card ‘from said suction‘means to said "de 
"livery'means, said delivery ‘means comprising'a 
"reciprocating pusher member for ‘pushing ‘said 
__cards forwardly in a row and in overlapping re 
lationship, a‘ pair of coacting'pressure rolls'be 
itween which said cards are carried by said piisher 
_-'me"mber, means for feeding sheet material ‘be 
tween-said ipressure‘rolls for printing engage 
- mentwith said printing ‘cards. 

3. In a printing apparatus" for transferring in 
formation fromprinting cards on to sheet mate 
rial, comprising a‘hopper 'for holding a stack of 
Isai'dprinting cards, suction means for removing 
the‘lowérmost vcard ‘from’ said stackone-at a 

- time, card delivery- means,~-rotary-means for car 
1rying~said¥eard from-‘said suction means -1to- said 
‘delivery meanspsaid'delivery- means comprising a 

the 'printin'g'ofJI-iames-and . addresses, on wrap- I 

the “perlation-sof ‘the ‘apparatus v:thus ‘de- - 

fonds-essential as I a ‘wipin-g'contact against 

:wreciprocating pusher member’ 
1eards>forwardly in ‘a rroweand in overlapping i re 
? lationship, » a 1 pair ‘of \coacting pressure ,rolls >be— 
tween'whichsaid cards are-carried bysaidpusher 
imember, means for >feeding .slsheet material be 

:for ‘pushing said 

tween said pressure rolls for printing engagement 
with said printingwcards, and'means for changing 
-the stroke-of (said reciprocating pusher member 
to change the degree of overlap of said cards. 

-4.:V:In1a, printing‘apparatus for transferring in 
'formation~from printing cards on to sheet mate 
rial, comprising-a hopper for vholding?astack of 
"saidviprinting'oards; suction means for removing 
‘the-lowermost card from said stack one at a‘time, 
Roam means for moving said suction means down 
wardly-from said-stack and cam means for mov 
,.-'ing said suction means ‘laterally from said stack 
alto effect-,rsubstantiall-y, normal movement of ‘said 
vlowermost card ‘with respect to the card next 
'aabove in said stack,>a pair of coac'ting pressure 
1‘ rolls ,2 reciprocating'ineans ‘ for delivering cards re 
~movedifrom said stack in a row and in overlap 
.aping relation between said pressure rolls, means 

'1 éria-l being printed. Thisaieatureof the inven- ,, I 
"iti‘on-l~is~‘accomplishe'd by always rengaging ‘ the ' ' 

.for feeding sheet :material between said pres 
sureurolls for printing engagement with said 
.L‘printing cards. 

:5.‘ In a printing apparatus for transferring in 
vformation from;printing cards-on to sheet mate 
“riaL'cQmpriSing a'hopper-forjiholding a stack of 

330 said :iprinting, ' cards, suction :means ‘for removing 
the lowermostcardfromsaid'stack one at;a time, 
icarddelivery means, rotary means ‘for carrying 
fsaideardfromtsaidcsuction means to said- delivery 
_means,>:said delivery, means comprising a :recipro 

.: 'i‘catingipusher "member for-pushingisaidl cards: for 
élwardly, in ‘ airow and inv overlapping relationship, 
Ra‘ pairioficoacting pressure ‘rolls between which 

140 

said cards are carried by said pusher member, 
im'e'alnsiforfeedingsheet material between, said 
ipressuresrollsaforzprintin'g engagement with said 
iprinting cards, and ‘means ,for ‘changing the 
stroke iofmsaid reciprocating Ipu'sher smember to 

ec'hang'eithe degree -'of overlap of said Jo'ards, said 
{last mentionedImeans-icomprising“a lever, a cam 

e *for operatingsaid lever,- and ime'an's' for changing 
the effective: length of'said lever. 
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j‘23220300 T’Tathwell _________ __ ‘Nov. 5, ‘1940 

‘422-28109 " Gates, _____________ __L-Jan. 7,1941 
3121237 :363 "Ritzerfeld _________ -_ ‘Apr; 8,1941 
T 125255110841 fP?anze. __________ __‘_ Sept.'9,‘1941 
~2,274,590 Cook a ____________ _..' ‘Feb. 24, 1942 
v3‘2,283,511.19 iWilli‘ams _________ __ June 30,1944: 
“12,419,345 “Elliott ____________ __ Apr522,11947 

' FOREIGN'PATENTS 

Number I Country Date 

492,755 iGreat-Britain ___'_i_‘ Sept. 27,1938 


